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1. Project proposal for CS 231A
Video understanding aims to identify spatial and tempo-

ral patterns in a video to recognize the events captured by
it. Given a set of pre-defined events, the current project
focuses on detecting the occurrence of an event in a video-
clip. This is akin to the fundamental challenge of object
recognition in images. The difficulty of the event detection
task arises from the huge interclass variation in camera view
points, appearance of objects/ persons involved in the event,
resolution, illumination, video quality etc.

A part based model for object detection was proposed in
[3] and shown to achieve state-of-the-art results on the PAS-
CAL VOC benchmarks [2]. [3] represents object classes as
multiscale models with deformable parts. I will use this
part based model obtained from [4] to detect event related
objects from training videos and iteratively train the model
with the segmented objects. This would improve the perfor-
mance of the model for videos belonging to the event set.
The object detection algorithm will be further augmented
by a temporal filter based on a tracking algorithm like Op-
tical Flow [5] to remove spurious detections. The final im-
proved detector can be used to extract object (pertaining to
a certain event) sequences from a test video. If an object
sequence is extracted with a high confidence from a video,
it can be tagged with the corresponding event name.

The initial part based model for detecting event related
objects in videos will be trained with images obtained from
ImageNet [1]. TRECVID [6] event kits will be used for
training and testing the proposed algorithm. TRECVID pro-
vides videos belonging to 15 event categories. Each event
kit contains the definition and evidential description of the
event. For a specific event, the event related objects are
decided based on this evidential description. Some of the
relevant literature providing background for the project is
shown in References.

The performance of the final event detection algorithm
will be evaluated by precision-recall (PR) curves. The PR
curves will be plotted separately for each event class and
compared with those generated by the original object de-
tection based method without iterative training, to show the

gain from proposed scheme. The Mean Average Precision
(MAP) value will also be evaluated for each method.
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